
Minutes : g2p target meeting Friday August 26, 2010 1:30pm A110

Discussion: J. P  Chen, Chris Keith, Al Gavalya, Ed Folts, Dave Meekins, 
Hovhannes  Baghdasaryan, Josh Pierce, Butch Dillon-Townes

     0 . Scattering Chamber Issue:
1. A 6.5 inch port needed for the beam to go through the scattering chamber
2. Can we use Hall-C SANE scattering chamber?

1. Need a new port
2. Have to fit target itself
3.  Other alternative is to make a new scattering chamber(?)
4.  Present setup: 

1. Port and rotation of the target are coupled
2. Everything inside rotates with the target

5.  Make one big port for 90/80deg rotation, and different one for 0 degrees
6.  A viable option for not rotating target scattering chamber would involve 

warming target
3.  Other options discussed: Other Hall-C (GEN/RSS) tank or BigBite tank?

1. Concern about target and septum magnetic field affecting each other
1. Tie down on the 80k shield around target magnet (will not help much)
2. Quenches during SANE expt. may be due to nearby iron material
3. Septum itself has low fringe field around target region
4. During SANE, B-field was drifting during perpendicular run, but not during long. 

run ( not sure about the reasons – Hovannes)
5. Hovhannes has field map and a TOSCA model. Need to combine with septum 

TOSCA model.

2. Target Rotation ( Chris Keith)
1. Mimic a commercially available rotatory seal
2. Main constrain is the rigid transfer line
3. 90/80 degrees rotation will work just fine
4. For 0 degrees, make a second transfer line
5. Transfer line : smaller the better

3. Status of the target (Chris Keith)
1. Leaks in the scattering chamber
2. New vacuum pumps needed; related electronics need refurbishment 
3. Cost estimate is over 100k. Chris will provide new estimate to JP
4. Magnet can come back any time

4. Students/post-docs help
1. Two students will join in Sept. and two other will join later in Dec 2010 (JP Chen)
2. Chris will talk with others in the group about how they can use/train students

5. Time line
1. Target group cannot do much progress until QWEAK starts taking data ( Oct 1st)



6. Issue of irradiation of NH3 target
1. Can be done at FEL, NIST or Idaho state
2. FEL is convenient place to do it ( J. P Chen will look into it)
3. Immerse target in liquid Argon and irradiate
4. Beam energy is not critical ( ~50MeV) for irradiation
5. Beam current and beam profile are critical for irradiation
6. Fallback position is to irradiate in Hall-A (in situ) . Not good for proton ( so avoid if 

we can)

7. Implications of target setup for two different z positions (Al Gavalya):
1. Field conditions change when target is moved along z
2. Target will move about 80cm along z
3. Need to think more about it

8. Other targets
1. Target size is 3 cm
2. 2 additional foil targets for optics ( HRS may not separate them at small 

angles(6/8 degrees))
3. SANE had cross-hair target and empty target too
4. For empty target there were two different size holes ( 8mm and 1cm) for raster 

size checks
5. Nitrogen target: N-15 is better for physics - will cost much more than N-14

1. Need warm-start if choose to have Nitrogen target
2. Contact Sabastian Kuhn for systematics due to N2 from Hall-B data ( J.P. Chen)
3. N2 target can be implemented in the current setup, if really needed
4. Few hours of switch between N2 and polarized NH3 target 

6. Be window at the target entrance window(?)
7. Dave Meekins suggested that other alloys of Aluminum should be looked into

9. Time line/Milestones: Chris Keith will look into it.

10. Cryogenic needs: Chris Keith will define the requirements.

  


